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THE NAUTICA STORY began in 1983 when founder 

and designer, David Chu, had one clear vision: bring the 

inspiration of the sea to everyday style across the world.

Starting with only six outerwear styles, he grew Nautica 

into a renowned global lifestyle brand with over 35 

categories in more than 65 countries. Today, the 

brand continues to be defined by the original vision of 

reimagined nautical style. With a refreshed take on 

heritage, Nautica provides high-quality fashion that 

delivers versatility and comfort, with a multi-generational 

appeal.
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FLYING 
COLORSCOLORS
The classic polo gets a modern update 

with built-in 40+ UV protection, 

added stretch and sun-washed colors. 

Its lightweight, breathable fabric 

also means you’ll remain cool and 

polished, even on the hottest days at 

work or play. 

NEW N17922 
MEN’S SALTWATER POLO

• 89% polyester,  11% spandex, 180 gsm
• 40+ UV protection
• two-button hidden placket with stripe tape detail
• Nautica branded rubber buttons
• contrast interior facing
• iconic J-class screen print at back neck
• side vents
• micro locker loop
• Nautica branding at sleeve

SIZES S-4XL $59.50

Cool Mint Faded Navy Sea Mist Sunset Pink
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17923 
LADIES’ 
SALTWATER 
POLO



SHIP 
SHAPESHAPE
Level up your style with Nautica’s 

Saltwater polo in a flattering fit. 

Most-wanted features like built-in 

stretch and sun protection ensure 

comfort, whether you’re on the job or 

chilling on the weekend. 

NEW N17923 
LADIES’ SALTWATER 
POLO

• 89% polyester,  11% spandex, 180 gsm
• 40+ UV protection
• two-button hidden placket with stripe tape detail
• Nautica branded rubber buttons
• contrast interior facing
• iconic J-class screen print at back neck
• side vents
• micro locker loop
• Nautica branding at sleeve

SIZES XS-3XL $59.50

Cool Mint Faded Navy Sea Mist Sunset Pink
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17922 
MEN’S 
SALTWATER 
POLO



N17168 
LADIES’ DECK POLO

• 60% cotton 40% polyester pique
• split neck ribbed collar with striped tipping
• striped neck tape
• short-sleeves with ribbed trim
• side slit hem
• J-Class logo at sleeve
• classic Nautica flag label at left sideseam
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES XS-3XL $54.50

White Black Oxford 
Heather

Azure 
Blue

Nautica
Navy
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear

N17165 
MEN’S DECK POLO

• 60% cotton 40% polyester pique
• classic fit and breathable
• ribbed collar and cuffs with striped tipping
• striped neck tape
• branded two-button placket
• short-sleeves with ribbed trim
• side slit hem
• J-Class logo at sleeve
• classic Nautica flag label at left sideseam
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES S-4XL $54.50
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ALL HANDS 
ON DECKON DECK
Athletic and polished enough for 

wherever your work day takes you, 

the NAUTICA Deck Polo is cut from 

breathable cotton-rich piqué for your 

all-day comfort. Every detail, from 

the contrast tipping on the collar and 

cuffs to the J-Class logo on sleeve, is 

a mark of distinction.



CLASSIC & 
TIMELESSTIMELESS
Go easily from work to play in a 

classic button-down shirt that’s cut 

from cool, breathable cotton with a 

hint of stretch.
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N17170 
MEN’S STAYSAIL 
SHIRT

• 98% cotton, 2% elastane
• wrinkle resistant
• button-down collar and cuffs
• piped collar trim
• forward shoulder seams
• raised Nautica branded button placket 
• pleats at back yoke for mobility
• J-Class flag label at sideseam
• Nautica label at center front placket
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES S-4XL $64.50

White Azure 
Blue
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear

N17289 
LADIES’ STAYSAIL 
SHIRT

• 98% cotton, 2% elastane 
• wrinkle resistant
• spread collar with split neck placket
• piped collar trim
• long-sleeves with button cuffs
• pleats at back yoke for mobility
• J-Class flag label at sideseam
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES XS-3XL $64.50
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Companion Style:  
N17925 
LADIES’  
SALTWATER 
QUARTER-Z IP
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LIGHT 
LAYERSLAYERS
Showcase your own logo with a 

quarter-zip that’s crafted with the 

attention to detail Nautica is renowned 

for. The branded neck tape, signature 

puller and iconic J-Class screen print 

signify quality and performance you 

can count on when the weather calls 

for a light layer.

NEW N17924 
MEN’S SALTWATER 
QUARTER-Z IP 

• 89% polyester, 11% spandex, 180 gsm
• contrast interior collar facing
• built-in zipper guard
• Nautica branded neck tape
• micro locker loop
• signature branded puller
• semi-locking side pocket for small items and a loop 
   to attach a key
• iconic J-Class screen print at back neck
• Nautica branding at sleeve hem

SIZES S-4XL $64.50

Cool Mint Faded Navy Sea Mist Sunset Pink



FLEXIBLE 
OPTIONSOPTIONS
Go from work to workout in Nautica’s 

lightweight quarter-zip with 

built-in stretch. This comfortable top 

is designed with the same quality 

features as the men’s companion 

style, plus cuffs with thumbholes to 

keep sleeves in place while warming 

your hands. 

NEW N17925 
LADIES’ SALTWATER 
QUARTER-Z IP 

• 89% polyester, 11% spandex, 180 gsm
• contrast interior collar and yoke facing
• cuffs with thumbholes
• built-in zipper guard
• Nautica branded neck tape
• micro locker loop
• signature branded puller
• semi-locking side pocket for small items and a loop 
   to attach a key
• iconic J-Class screen print at back neck
• Nautica branding at sleeve hem

SIZES XS-3XL $64.50

Cool Mint Faded Navy Sea Mist Sunset Pink
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Companion Style:  
N17924 
MEN’S 
SALTWATER 
QUARTER-Z IP



BUILDING 
BLOCKSBLOCKS
Expand your outerwear line-up with 

a bomber jacket in a bold colorblock 

design featuring signature details that 

include Nautica branding and the 

iconic J-class logo. Made of cotton-

blend mercerized fleece, it’s a great 

substitute for sweater-weather days.  

NEW N17928 
ADULT ANCHOR 
BOMBER 

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• full-zip closure
• bomber collar
• ribbed collar, cuffs and hem
• contrast chest and sleeve stripes
• Nautica J-Class at left sleeve
• Nautica branding at back neck

SIZES XS-4XL $67.50

Black/ 
Ox

Nautica Navy/ 
White
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N17175
ADULT ANCHOR 
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• striped neck tape
• ribbed collar, cuffs, bottom and whistlestop
• set-in sleeve pullover
• contrast reverse coverstitch
• Nautica patch lower left

SIZES XS-4XL $52.50

LAYERING 
ESSENTIALSESSENTIALS
Nautica delivers confident and 

comfortable fleece styles with a 

modern aesthetic that complement 

your brand perfectly.

Black Nautica
Navy

Oxford
Heather
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N17199
ADULT ANCHOR 
PULLOVER HOODED 
SWEATSHIRT

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece 
• drawstring hood with branded Nautica metal tips 
• striped neck tape 
• raglan-sleeve pullover 
• pouch pocket 
• ribbed cuffs, pocket trim and bottom 
• Nautica patch lower left

SIZES XS-4XL $57.50

Black Nautica
Navy

Oxford
Heather



SIGNATURE 
LOOKLOOK
Iconic styling combines with cozy fleece for the 

perfect layering piece you’ll never want to be 

without when the cold weather hits. Swap out your 

sweater for a more casual, dressed-down look with 

an athletic edge.

N17176 
MEN’S ANCHOR 
QUARTER-Z IP 

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• Nautica branded quarter-zip closure with stand collar 
   for warmth
• striped neck tape
• ribbed cuffs and hem
• welt hand-warmer pockets
• Nautica J-Class label
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES S-4XL $64.50

Oxford 
Heather

Azure 
Blue

Nautica
Navy

N17397 
LADIES’ ANCHOR 
QUARTER-Z IP 

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• Nautica branded quarter-zip closure with stand collar 
   for warmth
• striped neck tape
• ribbed cuffs
• open bottom hem
• Nautica J-Class label
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES S-3XL $64.50
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WINNING 
STYLESTYLE
This classic full-zip fleece jacket 

braves inclement weather with 

confidence. Outfitted with wind- 

and water-resistant nylon features, 

adjustable toggles and hand-warmer 

pockets, you’ll navigate cool weather 

elements effortlessly.

N17582 
MEN’S NAVIGATOR 
FULL-Z IP

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• water- and wind-resistant nylon shoulders and hood
• striped nautical hood liner
• adjustable hood toggle
• Nautica branded zipper pulls
• secure hand-warmer pockets
• striped ribbed cuffs
• branded rubber patch at sleeve
• embroidered Nautica wordmark at center front zipper guard
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES S-4XL $89.50

Nautica
Navy

Oxford Heather/ 
Nautica Navy
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17387 
LADIES’ 
NAVIGATOR 
FULL-Z IP



SMOOTH 
SAILINGSAILING
Chart your own course when it comes 

to rain- and wind-resistance. Choose a 

cozy full-zip fleece jacket with nylon 

fabric overlay details,  stand collar 

and hand-warmer pockets to protect 

you during inclement days.

N17387 
LADIES’ NAVIGATOR 
FULL-Z IP

• 60% cotton, 40% polyester mercerized fleece
• water- and wind-resistant front chest and back yoke
• Nautica branded zipper pulls
• secure hand-warmer pockets
• striped ribbed cuffs
• branded rubber patch at sleeve
• embroidered Nautica wordmark at center front zipper guard
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag

SIZES XS-3XL $89.50
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These icons illustrate performance, tech, and product features that specific items 

contain. Icons are used on packaging (primarily hang tags) in addition to other brand 

communications and channels in which product features are called out.

01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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These icons illustrate performance, tech, and product features that specific items 

contain. Icons are used on packaging (primarily hang tags) in addition to other brand 

communications and channels in which product features are called out.

01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear

Nautica
Navy

Oxford Heather/ 
Nautica Navy
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Companion Style:  
N17582 
MEN’S 
NAVIGATOR 
FULL-Z IP



 
Companion Style:  
N17927 
LADIES’ 
STILLWATER 
WINDBREAKER



IN YOUR 
ELEMENTELEMENT
Look confident in a packable hooded 

jacket that protects you on windy days, 

and offers a modern style that’ll stand 

the test of time. Its contrast elastic 

cuffs and hem keep the wind out while 

a back mesh vent is designed for a 

comfortable fit.

NEW N17926 
MEN’S STILLWATER 
WINDBREAKER

• 100% polyester
• 100% polyester mesh
• water-resistant
• contrast elastic cuffs
• hood with contrast binding
• striped neck tape
• full-zip closure
• side welt pockets
•  interior packable pouch with hook-and-loop closure
•  back mesh vent for added comfort
• iconic J-Class logo at sleeve
• Nautica branding at back hem

SIZES S-4XL $74.50

Black Royal Nautica
Navy
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These icons illustrate performance, tech, and product features that specific items 

contain. Icons are used on packaging (primarily hang tags) in addition to other brand 

communications and channels in which product features are called out.

01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear



STUDY IN 
CONTRASTCONTRAST
This hooded jacket is made of a wind-

resistant fabric that’s perfect for life’s 

daily adventures. Contrast binding 

on the hood, cuffs and hem keeps 

the warmth in while the back mesh 

vent lets the body heat out for added 

comfort.

NEW N17927 
LADIES’ STILLWATER 
WINDBREAKER

• 100% polyester
• 100% polyester mesh
• water-resistant
• contrast elastic cuffs andf hem
• hood with contrast binding
• striped neck tape
• full-zip closure
• side welt pockets
•  interior packable pouch with hook-and-loop closure
•  back mesh vent for added comfort
• iconic J-Class logo at sleeve
• Nautica branding at back hem

SIZES XS-3XL $74.50

Black Royal Nautica
Navy
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17926 
MEN’S ’ 
STILLWATER 
WINDBREAKER



N17174
WINDWARD ANORAK

• 100% nylon water- and wind-resistant fabric with mesh hood liner
• half-zip drawstring hood
• welt pockets
• side-zip for easy wear
• adjustable hem
• back locker loop with Nautica branding
• branded rubber patch at sleeve
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag
• Nautica J-Class buoy keychain

SIZES XS-4XL $109.50

INSPIRED BY 
TRADITIONTRADITION
Inspired by the original NAUTICA 

collection, this lightweight pullover 

jacket is both water- and-wind-

resistant and truly represents the 

NAUTICA heritage.

Graphite/
Antique White/

Black

True Red/ 
Antique White/ 
Nautica Navy

Nautica Navy/ 
Antique White/ 

Royal 
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These icons illustrate performance, tech, and product features that specific items 
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communications and channels in which product features are called out.

01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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OUTLAST 
THE RAINTHE RAIN
When the forecast calls for 

wet weather, rely on this 

lightweight, water-resistant 

jacket to keep you dry 

and stylish. Keep the rain 

out with a packable hood, 

adjustable toggles, storm 

flap and elastic cuffs. 
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N17182 
MEN’S VOYAGE 
RAINCOAT

• 100% nylon weather-resistant fabric
• polyester mesh-lined, packable hood
• adjustable hood toggle
• branded front zipper and storm flap
• secure welt hand pockets
• back locker loop with Nautica branding
• elastic cuffs
• hem cinch cord
• branded rubber patch at sleeve
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag
• Nautica J-Class buoy keychain

SIZES S-4XL $119.50
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear

Black Graphite Nautica
Navy

N17183 
LADIES’ VOYAGE 
RAINCOAT

• 100% nylon weather-resistant fabric
• polyester mesh-lined, packable hood
• adjustable hood toggle
• branded front zipper and storm flap
• secure welt hand pockets
• back locker loop with Nautica branding
• adjustable cuffs
• waist and hem cinch cord
• branded rubber patch at sleeve
• Nautica J-Class sticker included on hang tag
• Nautica J-Class buoy keychain

SIZES XS-3XL $119.50



NEW N17790 & N17789
WAVESTORM 
SOFT SHELL JACKETS

• 94% polyester, 6% spandex 
• wind- and water-resistant 
• adjustable hood with bungees and toggles 
• internal draft flap behind zipper 
• left-chest pocket 
• reflective detail on front zipper 
• inner pockets for more storage 
• adjustable sleeve cuffs 
• back reflective detail 
• hem cinch-cord 
• Nautica high-density screenprint at center front hood  
• branded left sleeve patch

LADIES’ SIZES: XS-3XL, MEN’S SIZES S-4XL  $119.50

WEATHER 
THE STORMSTORM
Battle the elements with ease in 

this wind- and water-resistant soft 

shell with modern fit and protective 

features. It’s also engineered with 

built-in stretch to give you flexibility 

and enhanced comfort.
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear

Black Graphite Nautica
Navy
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NEW N17908 & N17792
WAVESTORM 
SOFT SHELL VESTS

• 94% polyester, 6% spandex
• wind- and water-resistant
• internal draft flap behind zipper
• striped neck tape
• left-chest pocket
• reflective detail on front zipper and chest pocket
• secure zip hand pockets
• Inner pockets for more storage
• back reflective detail
• em cinch-cord
• Nautica high-density screenprint on back neck
• J-class flag label at left sideseam

LADIES’ SIZES: XS-3XL, MEN’S SIZES S-4XL  $109.50

VESTED  
INTERESTINTEREST
Stand out (literally) with a soft shell 

vest that offers the best of fashion 

and function. Style highlights include 

a modern fit with reflective details 

on the back, front zipper and chest 

pocket that ensure high visibility when 

and where you need it. 

Black Graphite Nautica
Navy
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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01.A

LOGOS //  ICON L IBRARY

TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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LEAD 
THE PACKPACK
Cold weather doesn’t stand a chance 

with a transitional wind-resistant 

jacket that offers warmth without 

the weight. Best of all, it’s packable 

so you can roll with whatever nature 

throws your way.

N17186 
MEN’S NAUTICAL MILE 
PUFFER PACKABLE 
JACKET 

• 100% nylon 
• ultra-light synthetic down, polyester fiber 
• wind-resistant 
• interior collar stand for added warmth 
• adjustable hood 
• brushed tricot chin guard 
• interior striped neck tape 
• interior media pocket with secure closure 
• zippered hand pockets 
• stowable striped-rib storm cuffs
• elastic hem binding 
• Nautica J-Class rubber patch at on sleeve 
• Nautica J-Class buoy keychain attached to front zipper 
• take-along design packs easily into its own interior pocket

SIZES S-4XL $129.50

Nautica 
Navy/ 

Antique 
White

Black/ 
Antique
White

Graphite/
Antique 
White
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01.A
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TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17187 
LADIES’  
NAUTICAL 
MILE PUFFER 
PACKABLE 
JACKET



JACKET 
REQUIREDREQUIRED
Ultra-light and designed to protect 

you from the elements, this packable 

puffer is essential for days with 

changeable weather.

N17187 
LADIES’ NAUTICAL MILE 
PUFFER PACKABLE 
JACKET 

• 100% nylon
• ultra-light synthetic down, polyester fiber
• wind-resistant
• interior collar stand for added warmth
• adjustable hood
• brushed tricot chin guard
• interior striped neck tape
• raglan-sleeves with piping
• interior media pocket with secure closure
• zippered hand pockets
• stowable striped-rib storm cuffs
• curved drop tail hem
• Nautica J-Class rubber patch on sleeve
•  Nautica J-Class buoy keychain attached to front zipper
•  take-along design packs easily into its own interior pocket

SIZES XS-3XL $129.50

Nautica 
Navy/ 

Antique 
White

Black/ 
Antique
White

Graphite/
Antique 
White

BRAND GUIDEL INES 2019  |   1312  |   NAUTICA 
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TONE OF VOICE 
& LANGUAGE

BRAND/STORE
ENVIRONMENT

PACKABLE
+ Folds evenly into the packable compartment
+ Compact and functional
+ Ready to take anywhere

DOUBLE QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

3-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

2-IN-1
+ Multi-functional protection
+ Built-in layering systems
+ Braves high level wind and rain
+ Removable liner for versatility

NON-IRON
+ Easy wear, easy care

ACTIVE STRETCH
+ Moves and stretches with the body
+ Flexible
+ Comfort fit

QUICK DRY
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

BREATHABLE
+ Innovative finish that allows fabric to breathe

RECYCLED FABRIC
+ Crafted with eco-friendly fabrics
+ Made from recycled materials

CONCEALED HOOD
+ Water repellent hood
+ Concealed within the collar compartment
+ Versatile

REVERSIBLE
+ Reversible to be worn on either side
+ Versatile

STAIN RESISTANT
+ Fabric dries at a rapid pace

SOFT COMFORT
+ Smooth tegless interior with

slimming pull-on elastic waistband

DOWN-LIKE SOFTNESS
+ Offers virtually the same volume

and softness as down feathers

UV PROTECTION
+ Protection from the sun and elements
+ Longer lasting durability

HEAT RETENTION
+ Retains warmth
+ Lightweight
+ Strong protection against the chill

WATER RESISTANT
+ Innovative coating that provides a high level

of protection against the elements

LIGHTWEIGHT
+ Lightweight shell for comfortable

protection from everyday elements

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE
+ Superior water resistance
+ Multi layer fabric
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

NANO-TEX® COOLEST COMFORT™

+ Moisture management finish
+ Improves water absorption properties of fabric
+ Disperses moisture across a wider surface area

WIND RESISTANT
+ Unique fabric structure
+ Braves the wind for increased warmth
+ Comfortable fit

NAUTEX
+ Fleece with double-sided construction
+ Twice the warmth and performance
+ Unique anti-pilling, dense constructed knit
+ Comfort and proection against strong wind

RASH GUARD
+ High count spandex
+ Innovative combination of comfort and function

COMFORT COLLAR
+ Collar adjusts up to 1/2” for desired
neck position

REFLECTIVE
+ Greatly enhances both daytime

and nighttime visibility
+ Design as a safety feature

COOLING COMFORT
+ Temperature control fabric

SEAM-SEALED
+ Major seams are tape sealed
+ Provides strong protection from water and wind

DOWN
+ Natural lightweight insulator
+ Regulates heat while keeping out the cold
+ Powerful protection from elements

TEMP CONTROL
+ Maintains core temperature of body

WATER REPELLENT
+ Innovative coating that provides

superior water protection

HYPOALLERGENIC
+ Synthetic insulation that offers an extra

layer of comfort and protection due
to its naturally hypoallergenic properties

WATERPROOF
+ Multi layer fabrics
+ Superior water resistance
+ Breathable material for temperature comfort

WICKING
+ Wicks away moisture
+ Dry and comfortable wear and feel

WRINKLE RESISTANT
+ Easy care, easy wear
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Companion Style:  
N17186 
MEN’S  
NAUTICAL 
MILE PUFFER 
PACKABLE 
JACKET



N17606 
J -CLASS BASEBALL CAP

• 100% washed cotton twill
• 6 panel, unstructured
• Nautica inside taping
•  embroidered with our signature J-Class logo on left side panel
• adjustable
• embossed J-Class logo metal closure on back strap

ONE SIZE $22.50

White Black GraphiteAzure 
Blue

Nautica
Navy

Stone

N17688 
BUCKET CAP

• 100% polyester ripstop fabric
• unstructured bucket fit
• adjustable neck strap with toggle
• woven Nautica patch
• Nautica debossed metal side snaps 
• White and Stone have Nautica Navy trim under brim

ONE SIZE $29.50

White/ 
Nautica Navy

Black Nautica
Navy

Stone/ 
Nautica Navy

AHEAD OF 
THE CURVETHE CURVE
A stylish baseball cap or bucket hat is both 

stylish and practical. They offer great sun 

and rain protection, plus all-day comfort, 

on and off the job.



FIT GUIDE

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

Men's (Chest) 23" 23.5" 24" 24.5" 25" 25.5" 26"

Men's (Length) 29" 29.375" 29.75" 30.125" 30.5" 30.875" 31.25"

Ladies' (Chest) 20.5" 20.75" 21" 21.25" 21.5" 21.75" 22"

Ladies' (Length) 25.5" 26.25" 27" 27.75" 28.5" 29.25" 30"
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Nautica products purchased must be sold only with embellishment. Sale of Nautica on the internet or elsewhere without 
embellishment is strictly forbidden. Failing to comply with these policies will result in loss of privileges for selling the Nautica brand.

NEW N17910 
HOLD FAST BACKPACK

• 100% polyester
• breathable mesh at back panel and shoulder straps
• top handle for quick carry
• adjustable shoulder straps
• quick-access phone pocket
• front stash pocket for essentials
• front shove-in pocket for stashing rain gear and small items
• main compartment with padded laptop sleeve
• dual-side stretch accessory holders
• backpack slip for luggage
• branded Nautica interior lining
• Nautica and J-class branding on the front of the pack

11.8”W X 18”H X 6”D $59.50

Black Nautica
Navy

Graphite
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